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Abstract

K+ conductance and [K+]o increase during early (<10 min) regional and 
global ischemia. Early ischemia depolarizes the RMP and decreases INa (that 
is, residual INa) causing slow conduction, and shortens APD and ERP with 
dispersion. All of these factors contribute to the reentry mechanisms of VF/VT. 
While IK, ATP has a pivotal role in the increase in [K+]o, other currents such as, 
IK, Na, IK, Ca, IK, FAA have simultaneously important effects on the increase in [K+]o. 
Up regulation of IK1, with an increase in inward-rectification, can also contribute 
to the increase in [K+]o in very early ischemia. VT is induced by ordered 
reentry of spiral waves, whereas VF is caused by random reentry of the spiral 
wavelets’ breakup. A biphasic waveform is more effective to defibrillate VF than 
a monophonic waveform, because, in the biphasic waveform the first hyper- 
polarization resets every state of Na+ channels to prepare for reopening, and 
the subsequent depolarization simultaneously and uniformly inactivates almost 
all of the Na+

 channels. Pacemaker restoration with spontaneous electrical 
activity can originate from either the SAN, AVN or Purkinje cells. Ischemia 
suppresses pacemaker activity, because pacemaker currents are sensitive 
to the ischemia, especially in the SAN, which has the fastest firing rate. Post- 
ischemic early reperfusion injury induces a stunned myocardium and contractile 
disturbance, which can cause post-defibrillation pseudo PEA. After at least 5 
min of an induced VF arrest, the reduction of PO2 was statistically significant, 
but that change was not remarkable; therefore, the estimated SaO2 does not 
decrease remarkably. High-quality CPR prevents global ischemia of the heart 
and brain due to VF/pulseless VT arrest. Therefore, it is essential to restore 
the organized electrical activity of pacemaking, to facilitate effective contraction 
of the ventricular muscle (that is, ROSC), and to minimize ischemic and post-
ischemic injury of these important organs.
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Abbreviations
ACLS: Advanced Cardiopulmonary and Cerebral Life Supports; 

ACS: Acute Coronary Syndromes; ADP: Adenosine Diphosphate; 
aK

o: Extracellular K+ Activity; AMI: Acute Myocardial Infarction; AP: 
Action Potential; APD: Action Potential Duration; ATP: Adenosine 
Triphosphate; [ATP]i: Intracellular ATP Concentration; AVN: 
Atrioventricular Node; BLS: Basic Life Supports; [Ca2+]i: Intracellular 
Ca2+ Concentration; cAMP: Cyclic Adenosine Monophosphate; 
CPR: Cardiopulmonary and Cerebral Resuscitation; Cx: Connexins; 
DAD: Delayed After Depolarization; ECG: Electrocardiogram; ERP: 
Effective Refractory Period; [H+]i: Intracellular H+ Concentration; 
Ib: Background Current; ICa: Calcium Current; ICaT: T-type Calcium 
Current; ICaL: L-type Calcium Current; Ih(f): Hyperpolarization-
Activated (funny) Current; IK1: Inwardly Rectifying K+ current; IK, ATP: 
ATP-Sensitive K+ Current; IK, Ca: Ca2+-Dependent K+ Current; IK, FAA: 
Fatty Acid-Activated K+ Current; IK, Na: Na+-Activated K+ Current; 
INa: Na+ Current; INa/Ca: Na+-Ca2+ Exchange Current; INa/K: Na+-K+ 
Pump Current; IKr: Rapid Component of Delayed Rectifier Outward 

K+ Current; IKs: Slow Component of Delayed Rectifier Outward K+ 
Current; INSC: Nonselective Cation Channel Current; Ist: Sustained 
Inward Current; Kd: Equilibrium Dissociation Constant; [K+]e, [K+]

o: Extracellular K+ Concentration; LAD: Left Anterior Descending 
Artery; LCFA: Long Chain Fatty Acid; NA: Noradrenalin; [Na+]i: 
Intracellular Na+ Concentration; NADPH: Nicotinamide Adenine 
Dinucleotide Phosphate; NBF: Nucleotide Binding Folds; NO: Nitric 
Oxide; NSTE ACS: Non ST-Elevated Acute Coronary Syndromes; 
NSTEMI: Non ST-Elevated Myocardial Infarction; NSVT: Non-
sustained Ventricular Tachycardia; PCO2: Partial Pressure of Carbon 
Dioxide; PEA: Pulseless Electrical Activity; [pH]o: Extracellular pH; 
PO2: Partial Pressure of Oxygen; Q10: Temperature Coefficient; RMP: 
Resting Membrane Potential; ROS: Reactive Oxygen Species; ROSC: 
Return of Spontaneous Circulation; SAN: Sinoatrial Node; SaO2: 
Saturation of Arterial Oxygen; SCD: Sudden Cardiac Death; SR: 
Sarcoplasmic Reticulum; STEMI: ST-Elevated Myocardial Infarction; 
SUR: Sulfonylurea Receptor; UA: Unstable Angina; VF: Ventricular 
Fibrillation; VT: Ventricular Tachycardia
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Introduction
Patients with coronary atherosclerosis may develop a spectrum 

of clinical syndromes representing varying degrees of coronary artery 
occlusion. Acute coronary syndromes (ACS) include ST-elevated 
myocardial infarction (STEMI) and non ST-elevated ACS. The latter 
includes unstable angina (UA) and non ST-elevated myocardial 
infarction (NSTEMI) due to incomplete occlusion of the coronary 
artery, whereas the former is due to complete occlusion. Sudden 
cardiac death (SCD) may occur with each of these syndromes [1,2].

Approximately 52% of acute myocardial infarction (AMI) 
manifests as the SCD that relates to ventricular fibrillation (VF), and 
occurs mostly within the first hours after the onset of symptoms: 
inevitably causing prehospital deaths [1,2]. Furthermore, in about 
30% of cases, lethal ventricular arrhythmias appear within 30 min 
from the onset of the AMI, leading to SCD without appropriate 
emergency cardiovascular care [3].

Basic life supports (BLS) and advanced cardiopulmonary and 
cerebral life supports (ACLS) are essential to emergency cardiovascular 
care. The chain of survival is a critical concept to perform resuscitation, 
including in adult patients (1) immediate recognition of cardiac 
arrest and activation of the emergency response system; (2) early 
cardiopulmonary and cerebral resuscitation (CPR) with an emphasis 
on chest compressions; (3) rapid defibrillation; (4) effective ACLS; (5) 
integrated immediate post-cardiac arrest care; and (6) rehabilitation 
[1,2]. The rehabilitation care for patients who survive SCD requires 
comprehensive cardiac and cerebral rehabilitation.

However, in order for the surviving patients to have a good 
prognosis, a critical component in both BLS and ACLS is continuous 
high-quality CPR in which the chest compressions are especially 
important [1]. Continuous high-quality CPR, early after arrest 
from VF or pulseless ventricular tachycardia (VT) and immediately 
after electrical defibrillation, maintains cerebral as well as coronary 
blood perfusions. High-quality CPR also can suppress progressive 
global ischemia in the whole heart during VF/VT arrest, decrease 
arrhythmogenic substrates, wash out ischemia-related injurious 
products, and provide oxygen and glucose for pacemaker cells to 
generate spontaneous electrical activity and for ventricular cells to 
contract.

Thus, understanding of the cellular pathophysiological and 
electrophysiological mechanisms that underscore the need for 
the continuous high-quality CPR and early defibrillation, besides 
simplified practical algorithms, could be helpful for BLS and ACLS 
education, training and clinical practice.

Understanding the electrophysiological mechanisms is crucial, 
especially for the following.

1. Malignant ventricular arrhythmias, such as VT and/or VF, 
during early ischemia, i.e. a sudden cardiac arrest in the ACS.

2. More beneficial effect of a biphasic waveform to electrically 
defibrillate the ventricles.

3. Spontaneous electrical activity of pacemaker cells and 
ventricular contraction after successful defibrillation, which assure a 
return of spontaneous circulation (ROSC).

4. Post-defibrillation pseudo pulseless electrical activity (PEA) 
associated with reperfusion contractile disturbance, i.e. “stunned 
myocardium”, after the global ischemia due to the VF/VT arrest.

Although many resources now are available, a basic knowledge 
of the electrophysiological mechanisms during resuscitation, 
particularly ion channels and cellular metabolism, is quite limited. 
Therefore, here we briefly review and summarize what is known about 
those mechanisms, while emphasizing the need for high-quality CPR 
during early VF/VT arrest from ACS.

Mechanisms of VF/VT in Early Ischemia
The triphasic time course of extracellular K+ accumulation 
in acute regional myocardial ischemia

As is generally accepted, Figure 1 shows that increases in 
extracellular K+ concentration ([K+]o) and extracellular K+ activity 
(aK

o) occur in a triphasic pattern, that is, phases I, II and III [4]. In 
phase I, the initial rapid phase of [K+]o accumulation or aK

o increase 
began to rise within 15-20 sec. In phase II, a plateau occurred after 
approximately 10-15 min of ischemia, ranging 10.7-18 mM [K+]
o or 8-13 mM aK

o. The dotted line indicates an occasional minor 
decline that may appear in some experiments. In phase III, a second 
progressive increase was no longer reversible upon reperfusion [4]. 
The slope of phase I and the time and level of phase II varied with 
different experimental conditions and species.

Malignant ventricular arrhythmias in Harris’ phase 1 
correspond with the increase in [K+]o during phases I and 
III

In Figure 2, a regional ischemia was produced by ligation of the 
left anterior descending coronary artery (LAD) in swine hearts [5]. 
In Harris’ experiments, malignant ventricular arrhythmias occurred 
in two distinct phases that were separated by a period of relative 
quiescence for approximately 10 min [5]. In phase 1a, the first burst 
of VT was seen between 2 and 10 min, during which evolution 
into VF can be rare (~10%). In phase 1b, the second phase of the 
malignant ventricular arrhythmias appeared between ~20 and 35 
min, during which deterioration to VF and death is more frequent 
(~70%). A continuous increase in tissue resistance, as a result of the 
more elevated [K+]o and lower [pH]o, is accompanied by a greater 

Figure 1: Increase in [K+]o by coronary artery ligation in Langendorff-perfused 
mammalian hearts. Modified from [4], with permission of Elsevier.
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probability of VF [5,6].

Note that Harris’ phase 2 and 3 arrhythmias occurred later, not 
during the very early ischemia, in different periods and by different 
mechanisms [5]. Phase 2 spanned from 3-6 hr to 24-72 hr. Numerous 
ventricular ectopic beats and short salvos of VT originated from the 
subendocardial Purkinje fibers due to abnormal automaticity that 
was precipitated by excessive sympathetic tone, rather than triggered 
activity or reentry. In phase 3, after more than 5 days following 
the infarction, premature ventricular beats and short runs of VT 
occurred due to reentry originating from the surviving cells overlying 
the infarct or from the border zone.

Underlying K+ currents responsible for the early increase 
in [K+]o

In Figure 3, acute “regional” ischemia was produced by coronary 
ligation of Langendorff-perfused quiescent and 4 Hz-stimulated (240 
bpm) rat hearts [7]. K+-sensitive electrodes, inserted in the mid-left 
myocardium, were employed to measure [K+]e. The phase I increase 
in [K+]e appeared more rapidly in stimulated hearts than in quiescent 
hearts. The phase II plateau was absent from the quiescent hearts [7]. 
Because adenosine triphosphate (ATP) was still maintained in phase 
II, between ~5 and 12 min, the presence of a plateau was interpreted 
to arise from accelerated electrogenic Na+/K+ pump current (INa/K) to 

remove the increased Na+ from ischemic myocardial cells.

In Figure 4, K+-sensitive electrodes measured [K+]o in “globally” 
ischemic rabbit hearts stimulated at 3.5 Hz (210 bpm) [8]. Although 
glibenclamide (3 μM) totally blocks the ATP-sensitive K+ current (IK, 

ATP), it only partially (~50%) attenuated the phase I increase in [K+]
o. It should be noted that the subsarcolemmal concentration of ATP 
can be maintained at least up to phase II, during which INa/K is quite 
activated with the preserved Na+/K+ ATPase activity. Furthermore, a 
nuclear magnetic resonance study has revealed that bulk intracellular 
ATP concentration ([ATP]i) is only slightly reduced (~ 2 mM) during 
very early (≤ 10 min) ischemia [9]. Thus, although IK, ATP is a pivotal 
player during very early (phase I) ischemia, there are other factors as 
well.

Activation of the ATP-sensitive K+ channel and contributing 
factors to the channel

In general, KATP channels open when [ATP]i falls from ≥ 5 mM, 
in normal conditions, to below 1-2 mM. Especially in inside-out 
membrane patch experiments, the Kd for ATP is only ~ 0.1 mM, 
which is far less than the normal value [10]. In fact, [ATP]i decreases 
only a little (~ 2 mM) during early ischemia (phase I-II) [9].

Still, a pivotal role of IK, ATP in the increase in [K+]o during phase I 
cannot be ignored. Some reasonable explanations for this discrepancy 
are the following. (1) Subsarcolemmal [ATP]I, where the Na+/K+ 
ATPase or adenyl cyclase is activated (“ATP compartmentalization”), 
is much lower than the bulk [ATP]I, [11,12]. (2) ATP inhibition 
of KATP channels is relieved by local accumulation of adenosine 
diphosphate (ADP), adenosine and lactate, which are generated 
by ATP degradation and anaerobic glycolysis [13,14]. (3) The KATP 
channel functions as a hetero-octamer, which is assembled from four 
Kir 6.2 subunits (tetramer) and four sulfonylurea receptor (SUR) 2A 
subunits (tetramer). MgADP, binding to nucleotide binding folds 
(NBF)-2, antagonizes the ATP binding at NBF-1 of SUR2A with 
high affinity. Thus, an increase in the ATP/Mg-ADP ratio closes 
KATP channels, whereas a decrease in the ratio readily opens the KATP 
channels [15]. (4) The ATP inhibition of KATP channels is powerfully 
relieved by phosphoinositol diphosphate, formed by α-adrenergic 
or angiotensin II signals [16]. (5) Long chain fatty acids (LCFA) and 
their acyl-CoA esters increase the open probability of KATP channels 

Figure 2: Two phases (1a, 1b) of malignant ventricular arrhythmias can be 
distinguished during acute cardiac regional ischemia. Modified from [5], with 
permission of the American Association for the Advancement of Science.

Figure 3: Extracellular K+ accumulation during very early ischemia. Modified 
from [7], with permission of Oxford University Press.

Figure 4: A role of the ATP-sensitive K+ channel in the early (phase I) K+-
efflux and increase in [K+]o. Modified from [8], with permission of Wolters 
Kluwer Health.
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[17]. (6) Because of a higher (> 2 times) single channel conductance 
(80 pS) and a higher (> 10 times) channel density of KATP channels 
than those of inwardly rectifying K+ channels (9-45 pS) and delayed 
rectifier K+ channels (3-10 pS), the activation of only a small fraction 
of KATP channels can contribute to substantial K+-efflux [18].

Other K+ currents contributing to the increase in [K+]o

Pathological channels

(1) Na+-activated K+ channel current (IK: Na): This channel (~ 
200 pS) is activated when intracellular Na+ concentration ([Na+]i) 
increases from normal (5-10 mM) to > 20 mM. The [Na+]i increases 
via Na+/H+ exchange in phase I, and via INa/K inhibition in phase III 
[19]. (2) Fatty acid-activated K+ channel current (IK: FFA): This channel 
(94 pS) is activated by fatty acid metabolites and amphiphiles that 
build up during sustained ischemia (phase III) [20].

Modification of physiological channels and exchangers

(1) Ca2+-dependent K+ channel current (IK: Ca): These channels 
are part of the delayed rectifier K+ super-family, have a very large 
conductance, and are activated by an increase in intracellular Ca2+ 
concentration ([Ca2+]i) or stretch [18]. (2) Inwardly rectifying K+ 
current (IK1): The conductance of these channels increases in very early 

ischemia (phase I). Up regulation of IK1, with an enhanced inward-
rectification, appears within 2~5 min from the onset of hypoxia or 
metabolic inhibition [21,22]. Intracellular free polyamines, the major 
factor in the inward rectification, increase in very early ischemia [22]. 
However, note that, in further ischemia with an increase in [H+]
I, the conductance of these channels decreases [13]. (3) Local fall in 
temperature of more than 1oC during regional ischemia: There is a 
difference in Q10 values for the amplitude and kinetic parameters of 
ICa, IKs, IK1 and Ib [23]. This difference may contribute to the decrease 
in net outward current in the ischemic region. (4) Electrogenic Na+/
K+ pump current (INa/K): K+ pumped into the cytoplasm is attenuated 
during phase III [18]. (5) Na+/Ca2+ exchange current (INa/Ca): Reverse 
mode of the exchanger carries Na+ out and this outward current 
shortens the APD [18]. (6) Closing of gap junction channels, i.e. 
connexins (Cx): In a later stage (> 15 min in phase III), these channels 
close following a rise in [H+]I, [Ca2+]i or LCFA, and a fall in [ATP]i. 
This can contribute to slowing of conduction [24,25].

Underlying mechanisms of reentry arrhythmias
A sine qua non for reentry

Malignant ventricular arrhythmias (VF/VT) during early 
ischemia (phases 1a, 1b) have been interpreted as being due to 
“reentry arrhythmia”, for which electrical defibrillation is exclusively 
effective to treat.

An increase in outward K+ currents during early ischemia 
produces action potential duration (APD) shortening, which 
inevitably relates to shortening of the effective refractory period 
(ERP). In addition, APD dispersion occurs between the ischemic, 
border zone and normal regions. The dispersion of APD and ERP 
causes unidirectional block. A decrease in resting membrane potential 
(RMP) suppresses Na+ current (INa), because more Na+ channels are 
inactivated as the RMP becomes more depolarized, that is, more 
steady-state inactivation and less availability of the Na+ channels 
[18]. The depressed INa activated from a depolarized RMP is called 
“residual Na+ current”, which causes slow conduction. These two 
conditions and the presence of a reentry pathway are indispensable to 
the reentry mechanisms [26] (Figure 5).

In general, reentry can arise in three pathways, that is, a closed 
circle, a leading circle and spiral waves. Each of which produces 
ordered, random and random reentry, respectively. It is supposed 
that VT is generated from ordered reentry and VF from random 
reentry [26].

Noradrenaline release from sympathetic nerve terminals during 
early ischemia

Within the first 5 min of ischemia, noradrenaline (NA) is released 
(~ 10 times the baseline level) from sympathetic nerve terminals via 
exocytosis in response to severe pain, anxiety and/or unstable blood 
pressure. During further ischemia continuing for 10-15 min, [ATP]
i decreases in ischemic nerve terminals, which inhibits Na+/K+ pump 
activity and increases [Na+]i [18,27]. A decrease in the efficiency of 
proton pumps located on NA storage vesicles further increases the 
level of NA. In these conditions, the NA uptake-1 carrier functions 
in reverse mode, which increases presynaptic NA 100-1,000 times the 
baseline level. This, in turn, produces a second local and “metabolic” 
(nonexocytotic) NA release [18,27] (Figure 6). The effect of this 

Figure 5: Mechanisms of reentry arrhythmias.

Figure 6: Noradrenaline release from sympathetic nerve terminals. Courtesy 
of Dr. M. Arita, Oita, Japan.
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excessive release of NA is amplified by increases in densities of α- and 
β-receptor during acute ischemia [18].

Residual Na+ current contributes to the slow conduction

In Figure 7, intracellular cyclic adenosine monophosphate 
(cAMP) shifts the h-infinity curve of INa in the negative direction and 
facilitates the steady-state inactivation of INa [28]. Catecholamines 
such as NA suppress INa by β1-receptor via cAMP-dependent protein 
kinase (A-kinase). Thus, in addition to the depolarized RMP, the 
availability of INa is dramatically decreased during early ischemia, for 
example, ~80% at -85 mV to ~20% at -75 mV of the RMP. This means 
residual INa causes “slow conduction” [28].

Mechanism of VF revealed by means of high-resolution 
optical mapping

In Figure 8, high-resolution optical mapping of electrical activity 
with a potentiometric (voltage-sensitive) dye reveals a single, 
rapidly moving two-dimensional (2D) rotor, that is, a spiral wave. 
Red denotes the earliest and purple the latest time in the activation 
sequence (upper two panels). Simultaneous recordings of a surface 
electrocardiogram (ECG) show turbulent electrical activity. Rapidly 
moving spiral cores result in irregular ECGs that are characteristic of 
chaotic VF (bottom two panels) [29].

In Figure 9, high-resolution mapping of electrical activity reveals 
the existence of vortex-like activity with a central core that remains 
excitable. The left panel shows the shape of an Archimedean “spiral 
wave”. A depolarizing wave front fuses with the repolarizing tail. 
The spiral wave may produce regular VT. In contrast, the right panel 
demonstrates “wave breakup”, that is, a change from a spiral wave to 
“multiple wavelets” [26].

A steep restitution curve (APD / diastolic interval > 1) leads to a 
large dispersion and alternant of the APD, and promotes the multiple 
wavelets. The wave breakup means self-perpetuating irregular VF 
[26,30].

Mechanism of Biphasic Waveform Defibril-
lation

Figure 7: Intracellular cAMP application decreases INa availability (h-infinity). 
Modified from [28], with permission of Springer.

Figure 8: Isolated rabbit heart experiments and computed isochronal maps. 
Modified from [29], with permission of the American Association for the 
Advancement of Science.

Figure 9: Spiral wave reentry and wave breakup. Modified from [18], with 
permission of Springer.

Figure 10: Defibrillation threshold voltage and energy values for monophasic 
or biphasic waveforms. Modified from [31], with permission of Wolters Kluwer 
Health.

Figure 11: Computer-generated ventricular AP, using the Beeler & Reuter 
model. Modified from [32], with permission of IEEE.
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Defibrillation by monophasic or biphasic waveforms
Figure 10 shows defibrillation threshold (DFT) voltage and 

energy with various waveforms [31]. Two titanium defibrillation 
patch electrodes were contoured to fit over the right and left ventricles 
(epicardium) of the dog heart. VF was induced by an alternating 
current at 60 Hz. Truncated exponential monophasic or biphasic 
shock was given 10 sec later, and the DFT was determined (mean + 
SD). The total duration of the defibrillation waveforms was 10 msec. 
The biphasic waveform, with the second phase duration equal to (5/5 
msec) or shorter than the first phase, had a significantly lower DFT 
than the other waveforms. The biphasic waveform, with the shorter 
first phase than the second phase, had a significantly higher DFT than 
the other waveforms: including monophasic waveforms [31].

In Figure 11, an AP was induced by a monophasic shock (the 
solid line) and by a biphasic shock (the dashed line) [32]. The 
hyperpolarizing first phase of the biphasic waveform recruits Na+ 
channels from their inactivated state, enabling the second phase 
to induce an AP with prolonged refractoriness. The extended 
refractoriness has the added benefit of blocking incoming VF wave 
fronts [32].

Na+ channel kinetics and the channel states
Figure 12 shows the time course of INa in correlation with the states 

of activation and inactivation gates. The model assumes the presence 
of three identical fast activation gates opening upon depolarization, 
and one slower inactivation gate closing upon depolarization. Upon 
depolarization, INa activates within 1 msec and then inactivates within 
a few msec. Note that INa inactivates during the depolarization [33,34].

Markow processes can explain the state transitions of the Na+ 
channel (Figure 13). At the RMP of -85 mV, the state of a Na+ channel 

is either resting (R) or closed (C). Once the membrane is depolarized, 
the Na+ channel quickly opens (O) and then inactivates (I). When the 
membrane is repolarized, the inactivated Na+ channel returns to the 
resting (R) state to prepare for reactivation (O) [34].

How a biphasic waveform alters the Na+ channel state
Applying the concept of field stimulation to external 

defibrillation from the chest wall, a depolarizing (extracellular) 
pulse hyperpolarizes the (intracellular) cardiac membrane potential, 
whereas a hyperpolarizing pulse depolarizes it; nevertheless, some 
unequal responses may exist in a cubic mass of the whole ventricle. 
With the biphasic waveform, the depolarizing phase (intracellular 
hyperpolarization) resets Na+ channels to their resting state (R) from 
every state (R, C or I) so they might be reactivated by the second pulse 
(Figure 14). The hyperpolarizing phase (intracellular depolarization) 
simultaneously and uniformly activates (O) Na+ channels and 
subsequently inactivates (I) them. The first phase of the biphasic 
waveform shock can recruit Na+ channels even from the inactivated 
state (I), enabling the second phase to induce an AP with prolonged 
refractoriness [32]. The uniform change in all Na+ channels in either 
state is critical and effective to defibrillate chaotic VF with random 
reentry. In order to have a successful defibrillation, more than ~75% 
of all ventricular cells should be depolarized and inactivated [3].

In contract, a monophasic depolarizing waveform (intracellular 
hyperpolarization) may reset Na+ channels, but it cannot inactivate all 
the Na+ channels at the end of the single pulse, for example, those in a 
core of an ordered/random reentry circuit of VT/VF [32,35].

Mechanisms of Restoration of Spontaneous 
Electrical Activity (Pacemaking)

Figure 12: Hodgkin-Huxley model of independent first order activation and 
inactivation of Na+ channel current. Modified from [18], with permission of 
Springer.

Figure 13: Na+ channel kinetics (state transitions), described by Markow 
processes.

Figure 14: Na+ channel state transitions induced by field stimulation with 
biphasic waveforms.

Figure 15: Sinoatrial node (SAN) diastolic depolarization and AP. Modified 
from [18], with permission of Springer.
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Pacemaker activity is generated from spontaneous diastolic 
depolarization (phase 4 of AP). In general, pacemaker activity occurs 
in (1) sinoatrial (sinus) node (SAN) cells, (2) atrioventricular node 
(AVN) cells, and (3) Purkinje fiber cells [18].

Sino atrial node (SAN)
The SAN is “primary pacemaker” of the heart. Phase 4 is between 

-60 and -40 mV, depending on the location within the SAN, for 
example the center (Figure 15) or periphery. The SAN possesses 
marked redundancy in pacemaker mechanisms. The exact role of 
each channel is still a matter of debate. However, it is reasonable that 
many currents contribute to the security of this critical pacemaker 
function. Several voltage- and time-dependent currents contribute 
to the phase 4 depolarization. The following are listed in order from 
more to less negative activation potentials [18,36,37].

1. Hyperpolarization-activated (funny) current (Ih(f)).

2. Delayed rectifier outward K+ current, rapid or slow component 

(IKr, IKs).

3. Sustained inward current (Ist).

4. Background current (Ib).

5. T-type Ca2+ current (ICaT).

6. L-type Ca2+ current (ICaL).

7. Na+/Ca2+ exchange current (INa/Ca).

8. TTX-sensitive Na+ current (INa).

Atrioventricular node (AVN)
Conduction through the AVN is slow because APs in the 

compact portion of the AVN are dependent on the much slower Ca2+ 
currents [38]. The AVN also can function as a subsidiary pacemaker. 
Junctional escape rhythms are usually 40-60 beats per a minute 
(bpm), depending on the pacemaking site. Anatomically, the AVN 
is composed of atrionodal (AN), nodal (N), and nodohisian (NH) 
regions (Figure 16). The AN and NH is the regions bordering the atria 
and His bundle, respectively. Phase 4 in the N region is -60 to -40 
mV and -70 to -60 mV in the AN and NH regions. The N region has 

essentially the same currents and their contribution to pacemaking as 
those in the SAN. In the AN and NH regions, INa contributes to both 
pacemaking and the upstroke of the AP (phase 0) [39].

ICaL, IK and Ist are dependent on ATP and, therefore, sensitive 
to ischemia. ICaL, IK, Ist, Ih(f) and INa/Ca are increased by β-adrenergic 
stimulation [18]. These properties are crucial to a return of 
spontaneous electrical activity during recovery from global ischemia.

Purkinje fiber cells
His bundle and Purkinje fibers have fast conduction velocities. 

They also function as subsidiary pacemakers. Phase 4 of Purkinje 
fiber cells is -90 to -60 mV (Figure 17). The idioventricular rhythm of 
Purkinje fibers is ~30 bpm. Ih is the primary current responsible for 
phase 4 depolarization. INa contributes to phase 0 as well as the later 
part of phase 4. β-adrenergic stimulation by adrenaline enhances Ih 
and produces a positive chronotropic effect [40].

Purkinje fibers are anatomically resistant to ischemia due to their 
inherent covering sheath. They are also functionally less sensitive to 
ischemia due to an ample supply of glycogen and fewer myofibrils. 
Thus, an idioventricular escape rhythm may be the most common 
pacemaker rhythm after defibrillation, when prolonged ischemia 

Figure 16: Atrioventricular node (AVN) diastolic depolarizations and APs. 
Modified from [26], with permission of Futura Publishing Company.

Figure 17: Purkinje fiber cell diastolic depolarization and AP. Modified from 
[18], with permission of Springer.

Before Arrest (mmHg)
After 5 min of Untreated

 VF (mm Hg)

            Arterial

pH 7.44±0.05 7.44±0.13

HCO3 27±3 26±3

PCO2 39±3 40±9

PO2 81±14 69±15*

(estimated SaO2) (~94.5%) (~92.5%)

            Mixed Venous

pH 7.41±0.05 7.35±0.08*

HCO3 28±3 26±3

PCO2 43±3 48±8*

PO2 40±5 38±8*

*P<0.05, (n=52 ineach group). Modified from [41], with permission of Elsevier.

Table 1: Arterial and mixed venous blood gases after 5 minutes of VF arrest 
without chest compression and ventilation.
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persists. In any case, there is little clinical research on which electrical 
activity dominates after defibrillating how long VF/VT, and how it 
improves during resuscitation. Future detailed clinical investigations 
are warranted.

Global Ischemia is a Time-dependent 
Process
“Global ischemia” due to untreated VF/VT arrest

In a swine experimental model, VF was induced by rapid pacing 
with alternating current to the right ventricle (Table 1) [41]. Although 
the reduction of PO2 was statistically significant, that change was not 
remarkable after, at least, 5 minutes of the induced VF arrest. Hence, 
the average estimated SaO2 in arterial blood did not so remarkably 
desaturate in the early global ischemia [41].

Natural time course of VF arrest
In this Holter’s ECG recording, PVC (R on T type) triggers VF 

(Figure 18). The course VF, with a higher frequency during the first 
couple of minutes, gradually turns to fine VF with a lower frequency 
and finally to asystole within ~10 min [3].

Three phase, time-sensitive model/hypothesis of VF/VT 
arrest

The “Electrical” phase: within approximately 4 min. Early 
global ischemia is due to almost no coronary flow during the VF/
VT cardiac arrest. [K+]o already starts to increase, which makes 
additional substrates for reentry mechanisms, such as slow 
conduction and shortening of ERP, outside the regional ischemia 
with occluded coronary artery, besides the preexisting more severe 
ischemic core region. Oxygen saturation in systemic arterial blood 
is not so remarkably reduced in this early period. The success rate of 
immediate defibrillation is so high that it restores organized electrical 
(pacemaking) activity and sufficient cardiac output (ventricular 
contraction), that is, a return of spontaneous circulation (ROSC). 
Thus, a transient (≤~4 min) global ischemia is reversible [42].

The “Hemodynamic” phase: from approximately 4 to 10 min. 
Anaerobic glycolytic ATP synthesis may contribute to maintaining 
sub-sarcolemmal ATP levels, though intracellular acidosis proceeds. 
To stop the global ischemia, oxygen must be delivered; therefore, chest 
compression and appropriate ventilation are critical to defibrillation. 
The removal of accumulated deleterious ischemic metabolic factors is 
also important [42].

Figure 18: An incidental Holter’s ECG recording of VF to asystole. (UN 
published data).

The “Metabolic” phase: after approximately 10 min. Tissue 
injury/stunning (necrosis/apoptosis) from the prolonged global 
ischemia and reperfusion is accompanied by a decrease in [ATP]I, 
increases in [Ca2+]i and [Na+]I, and the appearance of an oxidant burst 
and polyunsaturated lipids peroxide [42]. Experiments designed to 
test the beneficial effects of mild therapeutic hypothermia, and future 
investigations of chemical and immunological mechanisms are 
warranted.

Reperfusion Injury after Global Ischemia
Stunned myocardium

Reperfusion injury occurs after 10 min of global ischemia in a rat 
heart (Figure 19) [43]. The reperfusion injury contains the following 
phenomena. (1) Mechanical stunning, i.e. contractile 
disturbance of the ventricles. (2) Reperfusion arrhythmias (non 
sustained VT or VT/VF). Approximately 75% of non sustained VT 
(NSVT) is caused by non-reentry mechanisms, that is, triggered 
activity or delayed after depolarizations (DAD). (3) Microvascular 
damage, that is, excessive formation of peroxynitrite from nitric 
oxide (.NO).

Stunning is reversible if reperfusion occurs after 5-20 min 
of regional or global ischemia. Contractile failure with reduced 
developed tension and increased resting tension reflect the “stunned 
myocardium”, which can contribute to post-defibrillation pseudo 
pulseless electrical activity (PEA) if the previous VF/VT arrest 
induces sufficient global ischemia. Hypothetically, [Ca2+]i overload 
and oscillations damage the contractile proteins too much to normally 
respond to Ca2+ [38,43]. Stunned myocardium can respond well to 
inotropic stimulation by catecholamines. For example, adrenaline 
(epinephrine) is the first-line drug used for PEA, according to the 
ACLS algorithm [1,43].

KATP channels are activated not only during ischemia, but also 
during an early phase after reperfusion. The opening of KATP channels 
protects the stunned myocardium (“memory effect”), probably by 
shortening the APD and decreasing Ca2+ overload in the myocardium 
[44]. The shorter the duration of global ischemia, the milder the 
ischemic damage and the less severe the reperfusion injury and 
contractile disturbance.

Increase in [Ca2+]i in stunning after early reperfusion
Cytosolic Ca2+ overload is likely to involve the following (Figure 

Figure 19: Postischemic early reperfusion injury. Modified from [43], with 
permission of The American Physiological Society. 
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20). (1) Na+/H+ exchange and Na+/Ca2+ exchange: Rapid washout of 
extracellular H+ activates the Na+/H+ exchanger, bringing more Na+ 

into the cells. The reverse mode of Na+/Ca2+ exchange carries Na+ 
out and Ca2+ in while Na+/K+ pump activity is suppressed [45]. (2) 
Entry through Ca2+ channels: Ca2+ channel blockers are effective 
in attenuating the stunning and reperfusion arrhythmias [38]. (3) 
Decreased Ca2+ uptake into the sarcoplasmic reticulum (SR): Reduced 
availability of ATP also decreases Ca2+ extraction from the cells [38]. 
(4) Burst of oxygen-derived free radicals and oxidative stress: The 
formation of reactive oxygen species (ROS) promotes Ca2+ release 
from the SR. The hydroxyl radical (.OH), the most aggressive ROS, 
peroxidates polyunsaturated lipids, which increases membrane 
permeability to Ca2+ [38].

Major sources of the ROS include the following [38]. (1) 
Complex III (IV, I) in the electron transport chain of mitochondria 
(physiological sources). (2) Nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide 
phosphate (NADPH, reduced form) oxidase system. (3) Nitric oxide 
(NO) from the endothelium, when in excess, forms peroxynitrite 
(.NO).

Conclusions
Within the first 10 min of AMI, K+ conductance and [K+]

o increase, without remarkable depletion of bulk [ATP]i (> 2 mM). 
VF/VT arrest, associated with ACS, commonly occurs during this 
period due to arrhythmogenic substrates. Additionally, arterial 
blood oxygen does not desaturate remarkably during the “electrical” 
phase of VF/VT arrest. Depolarization of the myocardial RMP and 
shortening and spatial dispersion of APD are the basis for reentry, 
the main mechanism of VF/VT during early ischemia. Such reentry 
occurs under conditions of unidirectional block and slow conduction 
due to the reduced (residual) INa.

Arrhythmogenic substrates of ischemia mainly involve hypoxia/
anoxia, glucose depletion, intracellular acidosis and extracellular 
hyperkalemia. Associated substrates include increased intracellular 
Na+ and Ca2+, noradrenaline secretion from nerve terminals, an 
increase in amphipathic substances, intrinsic inflammatory factors, 
and local hypothermia. Ischemia-induced changes in ion channel 
currents are directly responsible for the reentry. Although IK, ATP 
is pivotal: IK, Ca, IK, Na, IK, FFA and INSC also play a role. Increase in K+ 
conductance and the outward K+ currents shorten APD and depolarize 

RMP with an increase in [K+]o. An inhomogeneous distribution of 
channel currents and their modification during ischemia facilitate 
APD dispersion. Inhibition of INa/K and the reverse mode of INa/Ca are 
also involved in the initiation of reentry. Decreased availability of 
INa (residual INa), due to a depolarized RMP, and inhibition of gap 
junction (Cx) channel current cause slowed conduction, another 
essential factor of reentry.

High-resolution optical mapping of electrical activity using 
voltage-sensitive dyes reveals the VT reentry as vortex-like activity 
with a central core. Breakup of a spiral wave (regular VT) into multiple 
wavelets causes self-perpetuating chaotic VF (random reentry).

Biphasic waveforms are more effective than monophonic 
waveforms to defibrillate VF during ischemia. The first 
(hyperpolarizing) pulse resets Na+ channels to the resting state, 
allowing them to be reactivated by the second (depolarizing) pulse. 
This depolarizing pulse simultaneously and uniformly depolarizes 
almost all the Na+ channels and enables them to induce an AP with 
prolonged refractoriness. The uniform change in almost all channels 
in either state is crucial and effective to defibrillate VF with random 
reentry. In contrast, a monophasic depolarizing waveform cannot 
reactivate the inactivated Na+ channels in the core of an ordered/
random reentry circuit of VF/VT.

After electrical defibrillation of the VF/VT, pacemaker activity 
may be reclaimed from the SAN or, alternatively, by escape rhythms 
from the AVN or Purkinje cells, depending on the severity of the 
ischemic conditions. Spontaneous diastolic depolarization (phase 4) 
produces the pacemaker activity of cells in the conduction pathway, 
with the pacing rate highest in the SAN. Pacemaker-related currents 
during phase 4 are complicated and still a matter of debate. Pacemaker 
cells in the SAN possess both rapid and slow components of IK (IKr, 
IKs), ICaT, ICaL, Ih(f), Ib, Ist, and electrogenic INa/K. The latter part of the 
phase 4 depolarization and transition to the AP upstroke (phase 0) 
are affected by ICaT, inward INa/Ca and TTX-sensitive INa.

Although the AVN and Purkinje cells have essentially the same 
currents as those in SAN cells, the contributions of ICaL and Ih(f) are 
progressively larger in the AVN and Purkinje fibers because of their 
more negative maximum diastolic potentials. Among the pacemaker 
currents, IK, ICaL, Ist and Ih(f) strongly depend on metabolic conditions 
and are very sensitive to ischemia. Therefore, pacemaker activity 
during ischemia may be more suppressed in the SAN and AVN 
than in Purkinje cells, where those currents are larger under normal 
conditions.

Postischemic reperfusion injury, that is, stunned myocardium 
and contractile failure, can occur after even short-term regional 
and/or global ischemia. The stunning due to increased [Ca2+]i can 
result in post-defibrillation pseudo PEA, and hinder or even upset a 
ROSC if spontaneous electrical activity is restored after the successful 
defibrillation. [Ca2+]i overload and oscillations damage the contractile 
proteins too much to respond normally to Ca2+. The Ca2+ overload 
is mainly due to enhanced Na+/H+ exchange resulting in reverse 
mode Na+/Ca2+ exchange, a burst of oxygen-derived free radicals, and 
oxidative stress.

The mechanisms of VF/VT arrest during ischemia and the 
restoration of pacemaker activity after defibrillation are reviewed 

Figure 20: Mechanisms of Ca2+ overload, Ca2+ modulation, and free radicals. 
Courtesy of Dr. M. Yasutake, Tokyo, Japan.
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briefly with an emphasis on ion channels, transporters and molecular 
mechanisms. Continuous high-quality chest compression early 
after VF/VT arrest and immediately after defibrillation maintains 
coronary as well as cerebral and systemic blood perfusions. Such 
resuscitation suppresses global ischemia in the whole heart, decreases 
arrhythmogenic substrates, washes out the ischemic related products, 
and provides oxygen and glucose for pacemaker and ventricular 
cells to pace and contract. Thus, an understanding of the cellular 
pathophysiology that underscores the need for continuous high-
quality chest compression is essential for BLS/ACLS education, 
training and clinical practice.
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